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Lottery picks the winners?
Are you an American male between the ages of 19 and 26 w'th a
birthday on September 14? If so,
Un;le Sam wants you—and he's
probably going to get you.
But If you were born on June 8,
Uncle Sam still wants you, but
he's probably not going to get you.
In last night's dramatic draft
lottery^ the "rst since 1940, Sept.
14 came up first and June 8 came
up last In determining the order of
induction for 1970.
The 366 days of the year were
drawn one by one from a large,
flshbowl-shaped tank and pasted In
order on a large board.
The drawing lasted about an hour
and a half. The only Incident oc-
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'Number one is the loneliest..'
curred when a young man from
Washington D.C., one of the members of the Draft Advisory Boards
who picked the numbers, quietly
refused to draw numbers out of
the bowl.
The first 122 numbers (onethird of the list) are listed below and an explanation of the new
lottery system follows. The rest
of the list will be published In the
News tomorrow. Those men whose
birth (I iics appear In the list today can count on being drafted when
their deferments end.
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(Turn to page 4)

DRAFT LOTTERY - Navy Copt. William Pascoe, focing camera, and Army Col. Charles ro« packed
plastic capsules at the Selective Service headquarters yesterday in Washington, The capsules, contained one of the days of the year, were used in last right's military draft lotter y. (APWirephoto)
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University won't have 'Pill

The Student Medical Center will /'The announcement, addressed to
Student Council, states:
neither stock nor prescribe birth
"The Student Medical Center
control pills, according to Dr. will
neither stock and dispense the
James Olms, director
of the
control pill In our pharmacy
center. In the University's first birth
nor prescribe it for either married
formal statement of policy on con- or unmarried students to be obtraceptive drugs.
tained from outside pharmacies.
Dr. Olms released his statement Out-of-state prescriptions brought
yesterday after Student Council had in by married students will be reIntroduced a bill recommending the
for Ohio pharmacies on
distribution of birth control pills written
request. We must keep the oriby the Student Medical Center. ginal prescription for our records.
There are reasons for this policy
which will be given.
First—the birth control pill is
a potent pharmaceutical which acts
upon the pituitary gland (an endocrine gland located In the human
brain), Inhibiting it from producing
a chemical substance that brings
about ovulation. There are many
side effects contraindications and
warnings given by the drug companies that produce the pill. A
list of these Is as foHows:
Warnings: discontinue medication pending examination if there Is
a sudden, partial or complete loss
of vision, or If there is a sudden
onset of proptosls (lid drop), dlplopla (double vision) or (migraine
headache.)
Caution should be used In
patients with metabolic or endocrine dlscorders (diabetes, thyroid problems, etc), cardiac diseases, epilepsy, asthma, migraine,
or psychic depression and fibroids
(uterine tumors)
which
may
Increase in size.
There have been problems with
cervical erosion which must be
evaluated by routine pap smear
(check-ups). Liver function has
been impaired with resulting Jaundice in some cases so the pill
is contralndlcated in women with
liver or biliary diseases. Epillptlform
convulsions are increased due to salt retention In
epileptic patients.
Thrombophlebitis (blood clots In the veins
of the legs) Is a serious side ef-Newt photo by Cl»nn Epploiton
fect due to BkaagW In the coagulability of the blood by the pill.
NO PILL -Dr James Olms, director of the Student Medical'CenDeath can occur when these clots
ter, announced the University's first formal statement on contra move from the legs to the lung.
ceptive drugs yesterday.

Side actions: nausia, vomltting,
abdominal pain, diarrhea, break
through bleeding alteration In
menstrual flow (scanty menstruation), amenorrhea (missed menstruation),
edema (swelling of
the legs), skin changes chloasma
(abnormal skin pigmentation of the
face), erythema multiforme and
nodosum, hemorrhage eruptions,
lupus erythematosls and acne
hlrsutism, (increase in body hair)
loss of scalp hair, weight gain
and loss, and psychic depressions.
These are some but not all of
the disagreeable and potentially
dangerous listings given out. I
emphasize by the druj companies
themselves in our professional
products Information. We have
treated numerous cases of side
effects in students who have been
taking the pill from their family
physicians and gynecologists.
Som= have had to stop taking the
pill.
Second--the Student Medical
Center Is a facility provided to
treat- students for illness, institute
preventative
medical
procedures to reduce the Incidence
of illness or epidemic diseases
and care for the health needs of
the student body generally. It
is not In the realm of operation
of the Student Medical Center to
.provide contraceptive devices or
medications since these have no
relationship to Illness or prevention of Illness.
Third— the administration of
contraceptive pills is a non-therapeutic procedure and Is purely
elective. The Student Medical Center does not provide elective surgery,
medicine nor dentistry.
These should be done by the students' family surgeon, physician
or dentist.
In the event of a
complication or Severe side effect from the pill in minors we
would be jeopardized from a medico-legal standpoint.
We cannot control the use of
the pill obtained from outside sources and do not Intend to question a student's right to get the
pill
whether
married or

unmarried. We expect to treat
problems that arise from the taking of the contraceptive pill In
cases where the student is not
able to return to the prescribing
doctor."
"This policy Is mlie," said
Dr. Olms. "The administration
had nothing to do with it."
According to Dr. James Bond,
vice president of student affairs,
the decision on birth control policy
Is not subject to administrative
control.
"This is strictly a medical matter," said Dr. Bond. "The Judgment is up to Dr. Olms. As
far as we're concerned, we can't
Inject Into Medical Center matters
mless there Is evidence of medical mal-practice."

Jerome recovers
from minor gall
bladder surgery
University President William T.
Jerome III Is reported recovering
In the Cleveland Clinic folowlng
surgery last week.
"Dr. Jerome is doing very well
after the surgery," his secretary,
Mrs. Helen Ladd, said. She added that the operation was not
serious and the president would
be out for an indefinite period.
Clifton P. Boutelle, director of
University News Service, said
Dr. Jerome was hospitalized for
minor gall bladder surgery. He
added that it was not an emergency and was planned In advance
for the Thanksgiving vacation.
Boutelle commented that Dr.
Jerome was scheduled to be gone
for ten days.
"He will probably return to
Bowling Green at the end of the
week," he said. "1 know he Is
scheduled to preside over Winter
comencement Dec 13."
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Lottery betters draft
The ilrafi lottery system went into effect yesterday, and most
male students on campus should have .i fairly fi<»<><! idea where
they will stand when their 2-S classification expires.
In a commendable reform of the draft, President Richard M. Nixon has nurrowed the time of practical eligibility to one year.
Nineteen-year-olds and those in the first year after the expiration
of their deferments will he the prime targets.
And, if the students here paid attention to last night's drawing,
each should know the likelihood of his being drafted in that one
yeur.
Those holding low numbers, up to uround 125, tan be assured
of being drafted the first yeur they turn l-A, while all those with
high numbers have little to worry about — they could drop out of
the University tomorrow and go untouched.
Only those with middle numbers, between 125 and 200, have
still to play the game of crossed fingers and fervant pruycrs.
And, as the gradual withdrawal from Vietnam gradually proceeds
if indeed, it can be expected to proceed at all, the middle numbers will also be out of the reuch of the draft's long arm.
Nixon has developed a respectable druft reform, and has no
doubt eased much of the tenseness of America's youth.
Urn there is still a druft, and the best reform of all remains ignored by the Nixon Administration.
Withdrawing immediately from Vietnam would cull for a virtual
extinction of the druft in a very short time, und Nixon could then
rely on u voluntary army us he says he would like to.
Conscription to u war the people do not wuntto fight is immoral.

Does not forget
When the fcderul government ruised the minimum wuge to $1.45
the University ruised not only the buse-rate, but also instituted
a S.15 raise to all student employees.
With increased costs and limited budgets, the University could
easily huvc forgotten ubout its purt-timc student employees.
It is to the udministrution's credit that it did not. It is to be
commended for recognizing the often neglected needs of its student help.

letters to the editor
Needs quiet to do his thing
As to Greek relevance: A mobof
female crazies holding a cryptic
bonfire and shrieking to the skies
at the top of their harple lungs at
one In the morning that "Delta
Gamma, that's what I arrma"does
not win them my vote of confidence.
Some of us who live In the Immediate vicinity (I Imagine other
Greeks as well as fellow GDI's)
would really rather be sleeping or
studying or doing our own thing
with at least a modicum of peace
and quiet at that hour.
I trust that those men in blue
who so efficiently destroy the lives
of kids blowing grass will at least
also take an Interest In maintain lng the peace (being peace officers)
at the cost of a little traditional
college clean-cut jollies.
The next time the singing sisters

Student role in academics
By ROGER CO ATE
Student Vice President
of Academic Affairs
For the first
time In the history of Bowling
Green University, academics
have been given
a place as one
of the major areas of concern
of the student
government
t>
To Implement
and coordinate programs In this
area, the office of Vice President
of Academic Affairs has been established.
In this, and In following articles,
different aspects of the student
academic affairs format will be
presented and discussed.
These articles will Include a

look Into student representation on
the colleges' Academic Appeals
Boards, on Academic Council, and
on the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee (S F C ).
They will delve Into the student
government boards
and committees, such as the ProfessorCourse Evaluation, the Registration Review Committee, the Academic Affairs Board with Its Departmental Advisory Boards, and
also Into student representation
on the University committees In
the academic area.
This year, for the first time,
a program has been established
In each of the three colleges, which
places one student from each college on that college's Academic
Appeals Board, with one faculty
member (minim im) and the deans
of that college.
This program was Initiated
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to provide better communications
between the deans of the colleges
and their respective student bodies, as to how the appeals process
Is conducted, and to Insure that
a representative student view point
Is well Integrated Into every decision.
Each of the students will be required to submit progress reports
to the student body. By transmitting these reports to the students,
It Is hoped that the student body
will better understand the responsibilities, as well as the problems
Involved In making appeals decisions.
Again this year, two students
are serving on Academic Council.
These students axe John Thomas
and myself. Of Immediate concern
In this council Is the "freshman
year experience".
This matter, on which the student
representatives are presently making a detailed study, involves the
change (Improvement) of the freshman year (academic advising, etc)
within the present college structure, which will hopefully lay the
ground work for what could develop Into a University'College In
future years.
In the Senate Executive Committee, on which the student Vice
President of Academic Affairs
sits, the past few meetings have
been dominated by discussion of the
University Council concept
More than once, the trend of
the conversation has drifted toward
the concept of a council that might
replace the present faculty Senate
and Student Council with an integrated group of faculty and students, who would likewise serve
Jointly on the University standing
and ad ho: committees.
This step would be In a direction
away from that of the White Paper
concept which eliminated the P. A.C
The general feeling of SEC Is that
this step would be very positive,
In a day and age when persuasion
Is of utmost Importance. Many faculty members feel that today's
students are Indeed responsible
enough to enjoy a definite and persuasive role In University governance.

of the DG house are out lou lly
proclaiming their unfortunate status under my window when lam trying to get something done that requires some peace, we'll find out
Dan Warfleld
303 Thurstln St

Not cheated
Well, It's happened again. The
student bodv has been ridiculed
for showing their appreciation of
a rock group. First we were supposed to feel cheated at the Blood,
Sweat and Tears concert Although
their performance wasn't great,
I doubt If the 5,000 plus students
felt cheated.
Now a self - styled critic tells
us that our attitude towards the
Association was ridiculous. Our
thunderous ovation for a highly
polished, professional act seemed
uncalled for.
Well, If this Is truly the case,
I would like to apologize to Mark
Scheerer for my actions and those,
of my fellow students.
I am 'ruly sorry that we showed
our appreciation of a group which
has more talent than any two groups
.he can name.
BRIAN ROSS

Research Reeded
A short time ago, I received a
notice that I was going to have to
pay a sum of $15 for a parking
registration fee. After an attack of
hysteria, I sat down and composed
this letter.
In effect, I am paying $15 so
that I may have the great pleasure
of parking my car In locations not
even anywhere near my residence.
In order to get to my car, I have
to take a 15-20 minute walk. When
I finally get to my car, I am afraid
to look at It in fear that I may be
missing an engine or a stereo

ca console set-up.
In the last Instance I am '.ucky,
but a friend of mine was not
In other words, I can't keep an
eye on the car like I could If It
was someplace where I could check
It often: and It Is not someplace
where I can reach It without too
much difficulty In order that I
may use It In the sense In which
a car was Intended, that Is, ease
and convenience.
This Is not a complaint because,
In order to have a complaint, you
must have a valid alternative,
which I don't have. AU I ask Is
that some research be conducted
Immediately (and I don't mean
proposed research, I mean active
research.)
Something must be done and It
must be done fast; or else I feel
It In the line of Justice that the
$15 be refunded.
M.U-C H. Katx
152 Conklln

Aiy co.npr<iiits?
On behalf of the University Academic Honesty Committee I want
to present the following Information to the University Community.
The committee has prepared,
revised, and published a University Policy on Academic Honesty.
This policy Includes both the objectives with respect to academic
honesty and the procedures by
means of which it may be maintained.
Copies of the policy are available to students it both the Office of Student Affairs and from
members of the committee. In addition most faculty members have
a copy that was part of the minutes of the Faculty Senate meeting on November 4, 1069.
It Is Important for each student to be aware that in the event
of penalty In matters of academic
honesty, the Academic Honesty
Comnlttee exists In order to receive student appeals for redress.
Al appeal should be directed to the'
comnlttee chairman.
Thomas D. Anderson
Dept of Geography
Committee Chairman

Both sides should re-evaluate
I'm sure that If Mr. Wllhelm would take time to think about what an
editorial is supposed to be, he would realize that his vehement and
cutting "accusation" of Its being a "biased collection of words" is
exactly right
An editorial Is not written to please anyone In particular, It Is written to explicitly state the opinions held by the editor of the paper,
and whether or not it Is repulsive to anyone as an Individual Is only
of secondary concern.
It seems that the press here Is exercising Its Constitutional right
to freedom of the press, the freedom that Mr. Wllhelm fought for In
his "own small but significant way."
He is to be commended for stating his .lews because he Is exercising his right of free speech. I hope, however, that be will re-examine his reasons for rage against the editorial staff and realize that
there are people against this war and that some of his counterstatements are probably Just as biased as the editorial to which he objected.
As one last closing work. I hope that the supposed 77% of the nation
that supports President Nixon can think a little more rationally than
Mr. Wllhelm and not to Jump to conclusions so quickly.
Blind followers of either side Is what this nation does not need. A
thinking public that can weigh pros and cons is desperately needed now In
the United States to decide this Issue once and for all.
Members of the "silent majority" and the "noisy minority" both
need to re-evaluate their positions and see if they follow either side
because of group conformity or personal Individuality.
Peace.
Judv Schlck
131 McDonald West
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deny /offer/
will affect enrollment
By KATHY FRAZE
In spite of the belief that many young men enter college simply to
avoid the draft, University officials do not think last night's lottery
will have any significant effect on enrollment
Glenn Van Wormer, registrar and assistant dean of faculties, said
yesterday that the lottery should cause neither an increase or decrease
in the nun-Tier of students enrolled in the University.
He also thought that few of the students who received a high 300
number in the lottery will drop ou" of school because their student
deferments are no longer necessary to avoid the draft.
Dr. James Bond, vice president of student affairs, agreed with Van
Wormer that enrollment should remain relatively unaffected. However, he did say that it would be Impossible to determine the entire
effect of thelottery as yet.
A total of 15,559 students — Including 7,937 men -- are attending
the University this quarter. Dr. Bond predicted that enrollment next
year could rise to 16,000.
"Students are not coming to co'.lege Just to avoid the draft," Dr.
Bond
insisted. "A college . education is becoming a necessity. A
person cannot get a good job today unless he has one."
Dr. Charles Leone, dean of the graduate school, said that yesterday's chance drawing may result In an Increase In the number of
students enrolled In the graduate school.
Dr. Leone explained that previously many students would not go Into
graduate work because of the possibility of the draft Interrupting their
studies. Under the lottery, he said, a student will know whether
or not he Is going to be drafted long before he Is eligible for graduate
work and can make his plans accordingly.
Approximately 1,001 of the 1,575 students enrolled in the graduate
school this quarter are men. Dr. Leone said that total enrollment
next year should rise to 1,650.
Enrollment in the University's Army ROTC program Is expected
to remain the same, according to Col. Alfred Klrchner, professor
of military science.
Col. Klrchner admitted that those students who know they won't be
drafted may drop out of the program. However, he added that many
of those who definitely will be drafted may take part in the ROTC
program so that they can enter the service as a commissioned officer.
Col. M.A. Garutl, professor of aerospace studies, said that it was
still too early to determine what the effect of the lottery will be on
the Air Force ROTC program.

Historian says society can
be changed through politics
AMHERST,MASS.(I.P.)-The way
to change society is through politics, not through the universities, according to noted historian
Henry Steele Commager.
"The university Is the most
unique and least corrupt Institution in society," he said. "Destroy it
and you destroy civilization."
Radical students who think tney
can capture the university an I
re-structure corrupt society from
that base of operations are not
realistic, said Prof. Commager,
who teaches American Government
at Amherst College.
He made It plain that American universities are not to blame
for th9 war In Vietnam, "The
university didn't start It and can't
end it" any more than they are
for the problems of pollution, racism, overpopulation, urban blight
or anything else.
"The university can only do what
It does well," he said, "study
the problems,
make the recommendations, and train the experts who can then go out to work
on them."
Radical students, he emphasized, don't have any program,
"they are profound In protest,
but paralyzed In preformance"
and many of their demr.ols are
trivial.
"They don't attack things like
trade unions, which are the most
discriminatory things around," he
he said, "They attack the university which is innocent and vulnerable."
Yet they don't seem to know
their own strength, he indicated,
citing the student movement behind
the Sen. Eugene McCarthy presidential campaign.
"Look what
students In politics have accomplished," he said. "They toppled
a President, change the course of
the war in Vietnam and, but for a
fate, might have elected a president. What could they have done
had they elected to stay together?"
Prof. Commager, a prolific
author and commentator, capsuled
his views on a wide range of controversial topics:
ROTC- "It should have never
beeen premltted on canvas In the
first place. Students didn't discover this, it was known thirty
years ago. Giving academic credit for ROTC Is like giving credit
for football. If you drive it off
campus, the Army will still produce officers anyway."

Black studies - "They might
be some use for white therapy,
but they are little use to blacks.
Whatever makes for more alienation makes things worse. Black
studies are not consistent with the
academic enterprise, especially if
programs and faculty are chosen
for
color rather than competence."
Curriculum—"Students suffer
from a 'tyranny of courses' which
is a legacj handed down from the
days when students were actually
children. Today they should be
treated like adults, because there
are too many rules and too many
courses. There are a lot of ways
learn without taking courses. Yet
you can't juggle the curriculum to
fit every currentwhim or Interest.

BARNBURNER -- A barn belonging to Rex Dawson of Grand Rapids was swept by fire yesterday
causing an estimated $25,000 damage. A malfunction in a pump delayed firemen in their attempt
to put out the blaze. Observers said thot if the pump had functioned properly, firemen would have
been able to save the barn.

Speech facilities enlarged
By STEPHEN BLANKET
Staff Reporter
South Hall has recently been
altered to accommodate a greater
porportlon of the speech department and to expand the facilities open to speech and radio,
television, majors, accorlng to
Dr. Frank Mlesle, professor of
speech.
"This was done to create instructional facilities badly needed," Dr. Mlesle said. He added
that there were no sweeping changes and It was done primarily for
academic reasons.
"The change was made mainly
because of the exodus of psychology people to the new Psychology Building and to meet the

needs of the speech department,"
said Richard Brown, University
architect.
Acoustical changes were mostly
made so sound would not travel
as readily from room to room,
and there were also partition,il
changes to suit the department,
Brown said.
Shelving and carpatinu still have
to be put In, but several rooms
have been sound proofed and cut
in size, said Ken Saler, senior
draftsman of campus planning.
"We made room 215 into three
rooms and have also Installed
one-way glass In others " Saler
said.
Dr. Mlelse said there Is now
room for clinical facilities for
speech and hearing. In addition

there are now lab facilities which
enable students to practice broadcasting without using the facilities
of the campus station when It is not
being used, he added.
A laboratory will be used for
communications research. "This
is the most spectacular thing,"
Dr. Mlesle said.
"There is a serious problem of
sound control with the traffic on
Wooster Street," Dr. Mlesle said.

FOR CHRISTMAS
Solid Sterling Cuff Links
$25.
PHILIP MORTON
CONTEMPORARY JEWELER
Corner State & E. Wooster

what a mess!!
and you expect to get o
ride home for Christmas
break by putting a note
on a bulletin board. . . .
Dream on . . .

Use a classified ad...
a svre bet

«■

o ^ *^ The B6
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Dial 372-2710
372-2819
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Dec. 1st lottery

Upper third go first
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Remainder of fist
in tomorrow's
News

there'll 6e
PARTIES
A Christmas party is lots of
polka dots. This U-neckline
by Know Clothes is flattered
by the 10-foot scarf, worn
front and back. It's an attention-getter, so get your
answers ready... and GOOD
LUCK!

(Continued from page 1)
August 29
April 21
September 20
June 27
May 10
r. . . November 12
July 25
February 12
June 13
December 21
September 10
October 12
June 17
April 27
May 19
November 6
January 28
December 27
October 31
November 9
April 4
September 5
AprU 3
December 25
June 7
February 1
October 6
July 28
February 15
April 18
February 7
January 26
July 1
October 28
December 24
December 16
November 8
July 17
November 29
Decem' er 31

101
102
103
104
105
10C
107
108
109
110

... so, be sure you get your
share of compliments. A
muted double-stripe,
double-breasted Edwardian
suit adds height and takes
off pounds. The buckle
shoes? Phi Bates ... at the
u. Shop.
A ^

January 5
August 15
May 30
June 19
December 8
August 9
November 16
March 1
June 23
June 6

CONGRATULATIONS
KATHY
R.O.T.C.
Band Sponsor
The sisters of
ALPHA DELTA PI

(EllcMmucrsitii^hop^
-•S-

X-MAS BOOK SALE
LIST
$14.95
6.95
5.00
4.95
3.75

111
112
113
U4
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

August 1
May 17
September 15
August 6
July 3
August 23
October 22
January 23
September 23
July 16
January 16
March 7

The 366 days of the year were
drawn and assigned numbers In
order from 001-366. Potential
draftees will be chosen next year
In the order In which their birthdays were drawn.
A local draft board will then
be obliged to choose all men with
number 001, who are not deferred
or exempt, before It chooses any
man with number 002.
The lottery last night affected
every man from age 19 to 26 who
has not already served in the arm 3d
forces.
Regardless of whether
a man Is deferred, exempt, or la,
the numlier drawn last night Is his
number from now on.
Next fall, the birthdays will be
reshuffled, and there will be another lottery affecting only men
whose 19th birthday occurs In 1970.
As a general rule this year,
according to government officials,
men drawing the lowest third of the
numbers can be certain they will
be drafted. Men drawing the highest third will be passed by, and men
drawing In the middle third will
have a year of uncertainty.
The lottery does not affect deferments or exemption. When
a man's deferment ends his draft
board will be required to select
him before it takes a man with a
higher number.
For example, a student with a
2s deferment who draws number
100 keeps that number. As long
as he retains
the
student
deferrmmt, he will not be drafted,
even though all eligible men with
number 100 are taken.
Whatever year his deferment ends, he will be considered
along with all other men who drew
number 100. If he loses his deferment in the middle of the year,
it makes no difference.
For the next draft call after he
loses his deferment, his draft
board will take him If number 100
has been reached or passed and
not draft him if number 100 has
not been reached.
It will still be possible for a
man to keep a Job deferment, such
as teaching, until his 26th birthday
and avoid the draft entirely.
This new
system reduces a
man's time of prime consideration
from seven years to one and will
allow men to plan their futures
more assuredly, especially If they
receive high lottery numbers or
have been passed by in their year
of eligibility.

8fl&»

SALE
The Book of European Skiing
Death in Rome
The Dark World of Witches
The Erotic Traveler
Dictionary of Existentialism

$6.98
1.00
2.98
1.98
1.25

Give a Book for X-rras

BGSU BLANKETS - BROWN & ORANGE
66"x90" - Twin Bed Size
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL $14.95
ON SALE - $11.95

University

Bookstore

Student Services Building

^W Christmas

^gL

Cards

--FREE X-MAS WRAPPING-
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Commuters conduct sessions
to bolster community relations
Weekly growth group sessions,
aimed at relating the commuter to
the University, are being conducted
by the Counseling Center.
According to Dr. Melvln Foulds,
assistant professor of Education,
the
groups meet Fridays in
the Commuter Center at 3 p.m.
The
Idea
was commuteroriginated, and stemmed from a
talk given by Dr. Foulds In Oct.
The sessions are loosely struc-

tured and designed to encourage
Interaction among those participating.
The meetings, which are held
In the lounge, have a dual purpose, said Dr. Foulds.
"The commuters
feel alienated," he said. "There Is a greater sense of depersonallzatlon among them."
The growth sessions stimulate
participation In the University as

a whole and promote an ability
to approach strangers, he said.
Dr Foulds felt the Com n iter
Center has made a great contribution by providing commuters
with a place of their own.
"Part of the commuter problem
Is relation to the University community; the center helps bring
the two together," he said.
Any commuter who wishes to
participate may do so.

ON YOUR FM DIAL
WITH THE SOUND OF

UNDERGROUND
MONDAY .-THURSDAY

7:30- IHPM

This school year... make your thing

It's Inexpensive when you

use the mail
and save
pay only
$Ooo
to have your first roil of color
pictures developed
with coupon on envelope In today's paper

these are BEST
everyday low prices
on film developing.

KODACHROME MOVIES

$125

Developing & Jumbo Prints

12$025

mi

exposures mm

Include* Super 8 Film.

EKTACHROME SLIDES

(JSL)
\o»«wrtop«/

REPRINT
Black & White
5C each
Color 15C each

Includes Kodak Instamatic 126 and all other popular sizes.

BLACK & WHITE
Developing & Jumbo Prints

$^00

COMPARE & SAVE!

KODACOLOR

COLOR PRINTS
FROM SLIDES
20C each

21
exposures
Developed A Mounted.
36 exposure* $1.90.

12 exposures £)QC
All popular sizes including Kodak Instamatic 126.

Color Enlargemont Iron your
color negatives or slides
5 x 7 in Frauna
59*
• HO

$1.98

If there's no film mailer in your paper, write to:

"WE'RE AS NEAR
AS YOUR MAILBOX"

PHOTO SERVICE
P.O. BOX 707 COOLVILLE, OHIO 45723

X
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SAVE!!
w

**••••••••••••••••*•••******

S*

*^^^

\ t/te association j

^.V

•••*•**••••*••*•**••*•••*•*•

GET YOUR FAVORITE ASSOCIATION
LP TODAY. REGULARLY 3.98. BUT FOR
3 DAYS ONLY GET ANY OF THESE
GREAT LP'S AT
THE
LOW PRICE OF:
WARNER BROS.- SEVEN ARTS RECORDS, INC

WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS RECORDS, INC

UNMBTK.

3.

TTBiAJOMWUTS—

3

3
THE ASSOCIATIONS

GOODBYE COLUMBUS

GREATEST HITS

HOURS
MON. thru THUR.
10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
FRi. and SAT.
10A.M. to 10 P.M.

J

usic
Crhi
BOWLING GREEN J

ACROSS FROM CLA-ZEL THEATRE

Record A Tape Costs
Record Stands
Diamond Noodles
4 A 8 Track Cleaning
Cartridges
4 A 8 Track
Cassette
Open Reel
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-News photo by John Jackson

Moroccan Bazaar

INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR ■■ Oriental rugs, morrocan leather
work, African decorative items and greeting cards from foreign
countries are now on display as part of an International Bazaar.
Sponsored by the World Student Association, the sale includes
gift items that Univeristy international students have broughtfrom
home as well as American-made wares. The bazaar, held in the
forum, Student Services Building, is open from 10 a.m. to b p.m.
through Friday.

Test deadline nears
for federal positions
Friday Is the deadline for filing applications for the "Summer
Employment Examination."
Students are required to take this examination to be eligible for
the more than 20,000 summer Jobs available with Federal agencies
this summer.
Used as a blsls of evaluation for more than 60 different government services, the test Is administered three times during the academic year. Students applying now will take the test Jan. 10.
Each summer there are a limited number of opportunities for
summer Job3 with the Federal government. These positions vary
from office Jobs to park rangers.
Last year approximately 25,000 Jobs were filled from a list of
nearly 133,000 eliglbles. Over three-fourths were typist and stenographer Jobs, engineering and science aid Jobs, and clerk-carrier Jobs
with the post office department.
There were also limited opportunities for such Jobs as clerks,
office machine operators, library assistants, and medical and editorial
assistants. Most of the jobs were In large metropolitan areas. In some
parts of the country there were few or no opportunities in some occupations.
The required examination for Federal summer work provides an
opportunity for candidates to compete on merit for a summer position.
The examinations last one and one half hours and measures vocabulary, reading comprehension, abstract reasoning and table and chart
Interpretation.
Applications are available from the Placement Office, Student Services Building, or at any post office.
Students filing application by Friday are eligible for the examination to be given Jan. 10. Test will also be given on Feb. 14 and March
14. Applications for these must be forwarded to the U.S. Civil Service Commission by Jan. 7 for the February test, and Feb. 4 for the
March examination.

Applications ready
in German exchange
One or two students will have
the opportunity next year to studyat one of Germany's leading universities.
The Office of International Programs Is sponsoring the fifth annual Direct Exchange Program
with German universities, and is
now accepting applications for the
program.
Dr. L. Edward shuck Jr., director of International Programs,
specified the applications should
be >o more than three or four
typewritten pages Indicating the

student's reason for desiring to
study In Germany; a transcript
of
grades
including
midterm grades for the present quarter; a recent photograph; and a letter of recommendation from the
student's academic advisor.
A student must also have a
minimum of a 3 point grade average for all courses, an adequate
ability in the German language
as determined by the German department, and current sophomore
standing.
The deadline for filing applications is Dec 15.

BERMUDA AT CHRISTMAS
Leave Dec. 26
for 7 Days at
"Sunny" Elbow Beach
PHONE ERNIE, 372-2800
FOR DETAILS

(filrfc English
3Fish n (Chip

British Half-Penny
Moi | Tits
With Evtry Order Tbt Castomfr
Will R.ceiv. A British Half-Ptiiy,
Sooi To It A Collectors !»■

Fish and Chip Dinner $ .89
King Pok
$1.49

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
SERVED
AMERICAN STYLE
1616 E. Woosfer

*

Stadium View Plaza

Phone: 352-0932
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Vietnam investigation begins
WASHINGTON - The Senate Foreign Relations Com uttee said
yesterday It would send two Investigators to Vietnam this week to look
Into "the prospects for Vletnamlzatlon of the war and the general political and military situation In Saigon and the field."
Chairman J. W. Fulbrlght, D - Ark., said the two investigators
were not being given specific Instructions to look into the alleged
massacre of civilians by American soldiers but weren't being told
to Ignore it either.
Fulbrlght said no date had been set for the Vietnam hearings but
that they definitely would be next month.
Fulbrlght told newsmen the investigators would return sometime
before Christmas and would report to the committee In advance of
hearings next month on the Vietnam war.

Nigeria destroys Biafra jets

GENERAL STORE -• Provisions for Indians on Alcatrai are becoming more plentiful day by day and
arrangements to sort the store of foodstuffs are shown underway. What was once the prison mess hall
is now being used to store supplies. (AP Wirephoto)

LAGOS - Two of Biafra's marauding small planes were pursued
by Nigerian jets to a secret jungle runway and destroyed as they landed,
a federal spokesman said yesterday.
The government account said Nigerian MIG's spotted the tiny, Swedish built aircraft over the Midwest region where, since May, they
have severely curtailed oil production and changed the face of the 29month-old civil war.
As the tree top flying planes landed at Ozubulu, IS miles south of
Oobawsha near the Niger River Saturday, the jets set them ablaze,
said the spokesman.
The official said a later reconnalsance flight found the Blafran aircraft still burning.

Nixon caffs Viet conference
WASHINGTON - President Nixon will hold a news conference Monday, Dec. 8 - the first since Sept. 26 - the White House announced
yesterday.
Press secretary Ronald L. Zlegler tended to discount any possibility
of an announcement then of another troop withdrawal from Vietnam or
of any such announcement In the Interim.
Zlegler said he expected no opening statement from the President,
with the conference proceeding directly to questions and answers.'
Questions are certain to bore In, however, on the whole field of Vietnam problems, Including troop withdrawals and the uproar over the!
May Lai massacre story.
The Dec. 8, news conference will be staged In the usual place the White House East Room - and will be open to full news coverage
by the press, radio and television.

Haynesworth returns to bencij
RICHMOND Va. - Judge Clement F. Haynsworth, rejected by the
Senate for a seat on the U.S. Supreme Court, returned to the bench
yesterday after a two month absence.
The South Carolina jurist had no Immediate comment on whether I
he planned to continue permanently on the five-state appeals court I
or possibly return to private life.
Haynsworth smilingly declined to answer questions relating to his
future plans although he said an announcement might be forthcoming
at the conclusion of today's court session.
When the Senate rejected his nomination to the high court on a vote
of 55 to 45 Nov. 19. Haynsworth said he would decide within a few
weeks whether to continue on the Richmond based Circuit Court or
retire from the bench.

KAPPA SIGMA SAYS:

ANYONE
WANT TO WRESTLE?

THE BROTHERS OF
KAPPA SIGMA
CONGRATULATE
THEIR
NEW OFFICERS
GM
. .Ken Brush
GP
tBruce Mabee
GMC
Craig Loomis
GT. .
Claude Neslunde
GS
Joe Gallucci
Rush Chairman .. Ron Albus
Pledge Trainer . . .Jack Pesci
Alumni Corres. . . .Larry Maugel
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HPE head examines
priorities of facilities
Varsity and Intramural activities are given priority over Individual student use of University
athletic facilities, according to
Dr. Samuel Cooper, chairman of
the physical education department.
Classes, however rate first priority for use of Anderson Arena,
then lntramurals and finally Intercollegiate sports, added Dr. Cooper.
"But no group can infringe upon
the time allotted to another group,
except If an event Is scheduled
that might Interfere with a group's
schedule," he said.
"lntramurals are cutting into a
bigger and bigger part of the facility," said Dr. Cooper, "up to
200 basketball teams are expected
to play this year."

"There ought to be an intramural center, a building not for
spectator events, just a come
as you go,
do It yourself recreation center," said Dr. Cooper.
Although other University facilities are not as extensively used
as Anderson Arena, there are still
priorities given to intramural and
varsity groups.
The track is opan for use by
students and faculty mem'.-ers except if events or practices are
scheduled said Dr. Cooper.
"The University golf course has
a season running from April 1st
until Nov. 15th depending upon
the weather conltions," said
Cooper. "Students and faculty can
use the course even if the University golf team is using part
of It."

It's happening today
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION
Will meet at 8 p.m. In the Alumni Room, Un'on. Key pictures
will be taken.

at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Auditorium University Hall. He will talk
about modern theater and its role
in society.

BETA ALPHA XI
Will meet at 7 p.m. in Wayne
Room, Union to elect new members.
LAW SOCIETY
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the Alpenhorn Room at Petti's Alpine
Village. Guest speakers are Dr.
James G. Bond and Dr. Edward.
Ward. Yearbook pictures will also
be taken
SPEECH DEPARTMENT
Will present Sir Tyrone Guthrle

OHIO PEACE ACTION
COMMITTEE
Will meat at 8 p.m. In the Taft
Room, Union.
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Yesterday's cryplograni: Tills siork niarkel
Hlainour purely usyclioloitlcnl.
i

Wmt CL ASS t■:ED ADS4553?
The BG Newi.
106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710

hippies - Thanks for the party Phi Pledges.

Rates: 40f per line per day. 2
lines, minimum, average of 5 wo As
■per line.
*
-Deadlines: 5 p.m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.

Naunce loves Unlcycle - YEA! How about a few more letters.

Printed errors, which In the News'
Opinion deter from the value of
ithe advertisement, will be rectified free of charge if reported
in person within 48 hours of publication.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Single room for rent. Cooking facilities. 353-4754.
Garage
needed for car during
Christmas Vacation. Please Call
Bruce. 353-1092.
For rent house furnished 6 males.
Call WatervUle 878-2199 after 4.
Female roommate needed to share
2-bedroom furnished apartment.
Grad or responsible senior preferred Call 352-7932 or 3546702.
Wanted: 1 or 2 roommates for
winter quarter. Call Larry at 3520439.
1966 Pontlac Catallna Convertible
for sale - $1,000 - Call 3722876 ask for James Hopple.
Married female student desperately needs an apartment with
some one winter quarter only.
Call 372-3631.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

IT'S
LASALLE'S CHRISTMAS
COLLEGE NIGHT!
HO-HO-HO.
Tomorrow's BG News will have
all the details.
To Big, We will not dirty your
car. Three pledgll.
Although a native to your clam.
Chee Omunga sure was grand.
Thanks the DC.
Go bananas with DZ's Holiday Magic!

a touch of heaven. XI Love, Peggy
and Beth.
New Jersey Jim:
Dreamln?" 2/3 rds.

Quality Imports
Happo Folkware Pottery

'California

Rides available to N.J. Leaving
Dec. 11, A.M. Call Jeff 354-8834.
Need babysitter to sit In our home
3 days a week starting in Jan.
Call 353-2675.
Don't be caught empty handed - Buy
Holiday Magic for the holidays at
DZ.
Flaming letters, singing, sisterhood. The Phi Ivy chals is the
strongest bond uniting sisters - to
the greatest new actives. Your
10 new links.

Teapot and 4 Cups Set $4
Juice Cups Set $5
PHILIP MORTON

Corner State and
E. Wooster

ATTENTION!!
ALL I.E. MAJORS

Mag, Happiness is seeing you with
a shit eating grin. Congrats on
your D.U. lavalierlnj. Lub, Sharon.

Congratulations to Cindy and Bob
on their Kappa Sigma Pinning.

Heavy Tea "Alpha Chi Omega!"
Thanks - Brothers of Kappa Sigma

Jim and Jerry Apologize to the
OPA pledges for Sat. Party APO.

Attention! All past Mortar Board
Alumnae... If you are interested
In a Katherlne Wills Coleman$500
scholarship Please contact Maribeth Sembach, 372-4908.
Girls! Beware Fred Lange.

New York to Longon - Summer
vacation trips - Round trips Round trip $169. Now filling small deposit and payments - send
for Tree details.
Student Globe
Roamers. Box 6675 Hollywood,
Florida 33021.

Ride available to Denver or Salt
Lake Leave Dec. 11, Return Jan
2, 354-1452.

Delt's - Thanx for a great tealet's do It aglns soon! Alpha Phi
Pledges.

Cindy and Bob, To the greatest
happening of the year. Congratulations on Your Kappa Sigma Pinning. Love, Lin and Lee.

College Students interested in a
part time job with a good income
and future call collect 1-216-4770265 or 1-216-832-8417.

of Bowling Green.

TBS pledges say congrats to Sue
Biggs, * 'Nicest active of the week.''

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
pm - 10:30 pm seven days a week
352-5330.

and a complete Roast Beef Dinner.

Triumph TR-4 Fiberglass hardtop.
$50 or? Call Napoleon 592-7373.

BGSU LAW SOCIETY! TONITE!
Alpenhorn Room of Petti's 7 P.M.
Speakers: Dr. Bond and Dr. Ward,
All Welcome - Key Picture Taken.

Kappa Slg's - To a bunch of "hip"

To the mighty Seven - It's been

Riders wanted to Florida Share
gas and driving, leave Dec. 11
or 12. Call Rich 2234 or 3520832.

'69 INDY "500" FILM
TO BE SHOWN DEC 2, 8:00 PM
IN ALUMNI RM - COAT & TIE
I.E.A. KEY PICTURES

2nd ANNUAL YULETIDE
MADRIGAL DINNER
Sponsored by the University Union , Bowling
Green High School, and the First National Bank

Featured will be the BGHS Madrigal Choir, a
boar s Head Ceremony, the traditional Wassail,

The Dinner will be held in the Grand Ballroom
of the Union at 6:00 p.m. on Dec. 10 and 11. Cost
is (4.25 per person. Tickets available at the Union Ticket Office, First National Bank and
Bowling Green High School.
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Market considers Britain
THE HAGUE(AP)-Leadersofthe
six Common Market nations convened here yesterday for a sum-nit
meeting which could give fresh
Impetus to wider European Union.
Absent from the two day conference, but nonetheless a pressing
concern of the delegates, was Great
Britain, whose long standing bid to
Join the six could get a favorable
hearing.
Under former President Charles
de Gaulle, France twice vetoed
Britain's bid. While his successor, Georges Pompidou, has let It
be known this standing veto has
disappeared, he will nevertheless
be striving to fix a high price tag
on opening up the community to
new members.
In his welcoming speech, Dutch
Prime Minister Plet de Jong spoke
of the risks
of the failure at

the summit.
The problems alluded to by the
prime minister are:
Establishment of a permanent
system of financing community
farm price supports.
Closer monetary, Scientific and
technical cooperation among the
members.
Finally, agreement, perhaps, on
how and when to begin negotiations
with Britain, Norway, Denamrkand
Ireland the candidate states.
French officials have delcared
there can be no progress on any
Issues-including new members until there is accord on farm financing, a vital Interest for the
French government.
Chancelor Willy Brandt threw
West Germany's full weight behind
Great Britain's bid for Common
Market meml>ership yesterday,

>SJ-J

Daily
5 p.m. - 1 a.m.

VjTHL I Sat.
:0 'til 2 a.i
Free Delivery
We Ui. Fn-ih Dough

Phone:

in our portable ovens

£7).

II

}

352-67 B2 ^L isanello S
359^5167
JJX JIO'

and at the same time presented
an ambitious plan for strength enlng the European economic community.
"Our choice Is between a courageous step forward and a dangerous crisis," Brandt said at the
opening of a summit conference
of Common Market nations.
"The nations of Europe are
waiting for and urging our statesmen to pla-.e the will for success
side by side with the logic of
history. Europe needs our success."
The summit was convened at the
request of President
Georges
Pompidou of France who had been
expected to offer fresh ideas for
Europe's future. But it wis Brandt
who took the Initiative among the
leaders of West Germany, France,
Italy, Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg.
Brandt urged creation of a European reserve fund, a timetable
for eco.Mmlc and monetary union,
Increased sharing of technical and
scientific attainments, and cooperation In foreign affairs.
The chancelor also made it plain
that Germ.iny w.inted no more stalling on the long standing request
of Britain, Ireland, Norway, and
Denmark to Join the Common Market.
Nothing new emerged from Pompidou's opening declaration. He
repeated France's Insistence that
a "definitive" arrangement for
financing farm prices must be fixed
before the end of the year.

GUIDING HAND FOR APOLLO 12 -- Margaret Hamilton of
Cambridge, Mass., mathematician and computer programmer
at the MIT instrumentation laboratory, sits in mock-up of
Apollo
12 command module on display at the Cambridge
school where she headed the group that programmed Intrepid's pinpoint landing in the Sea of Storms on the Moon.

203 N M,in
Bowling Green, Ohio

Job Opportunities For
Foreign Students
As Day Camp Counselors
Dec. 28 - 31. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. $40.00
-Housing can be provided-The Jewish Community Center Is
Interviewing Dec. 4.
Call Karen Colquitte (Ext. 22248) at
the Internation Center Before 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday

Sir Guthrie talks
on theater tonight
Sir Tyrone Guthrie, a wellknown Innovator of the theater,
will speak tonight at 7:30 p. in In
the Main auditorium of University
Hall. His topic is the modern theater mi its role In society.
An
unconventional
theater
craftsman and director, Sir Guthrie was knighted by Queen Elizabeth II for his work in the English theater.
His best-known productions are
the Shakespearean plays, "Hamlet" and "King Henry V." He
has had a theater In Minneapolis
named after him.
This will be Sir Guthrie's last
public appearance in the United
States for some time, as he Is
leaving this week for a tour of England and Australia. His speech Is
being sponsored by the Speech
department.

FALCON PIZZA
For your convenience will be open until
5:00 a.m. Dee. 2nd to 10th
Good luck students on Finals

University ends
teaching sessions
SALT LAKE CITY- (IP)- Some
325 new University of Utah teaching assistants recently concluded
a series of symposia and seminars
aimed
at Improving their own
classroom abilities and upgrading
the overall teaching performance
The two-week long workshops
were financed by a $27,000 grant
from the U.S. Office of Education,
which has shown keen interest
in the University's move to Improve undergraduate teaching.
According to Dr. Charles Monson, Jr., associate vice president
for academic affairs, the workships have further strengthened
the teaching assistants associations with one another and have
Illuminated common concerns.
The students expressed dissatisfaction with the quality of teaching on college campuses and want
to Introduce critical Innovations
that will make classes more meanIn gful.
They were particularly critical
of the age-old university tradition
in which faculty members stand
before large classes and "Impersonally deliver boring lectures
from dog-eared notes."
"They want more students Involvement In the process of discovery and learning, as opposed
to memorization of lecture notes
that are quickly forgotten after
final exam."

"I think teaching assistants are
a position to formulate the biggest
changes
In teaching on the
campus," said Stephen Snow, a
TA in biology. "It Is difficult
to make a professor who Is set
In his ways to change his mind
overnight...but I think these innovations will come, If not right
away, at least in the future when
the Teaching Assistants become
full-fledged faculty."
During the workshops, Teaching
Assistants participated In unique
'micro-teaching'
sessions, In
which each student had a chance
to teach a small group of fellow
Teaching Assistants for five minutes before a television camera.
Playback of the video-tapes gave
them a chance to criticize their
teaching methods, as well as listen to comments from the group.
'This was the most valueable
experience of the whole workshop," said one Teaching Assistant.

Food for needy
A food drive for needy children
will be conducted this week by the
Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society. Boxes for canned food contributions, to be distributed during chrlstm-s will be set up In
Memorial Hall.

THE BROTHERS OF SAE
CONGRATULATE
THEIR NEW OFFICERS
President
Randy Barnes
Executive V.P.
Mike DeMario
Administrative V.P.Bob Weaver
Treasurer
Jeff. Thompson
Asst. Treasurer
John Donnely
Recording Sec.
Bob Faraone

Corresponding Sec. Tim Guernsey
Alumni See.
Joe Hilton
Chronicler
Jim Casey
Herald
John Viers
Wardens
Rick Nirschl
Duane Ankney

IFC
Pledge Council

Rush
Social

Joe Keetle
Duane Ankney
John Viers
Jack Horney
Bob Pietrick
Gory Orlow

Fine Job To The Old Officers

PHI ALPHA
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leers held 'breathless'
as Denver romps twice
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
The masked man rides again.
Not In the vicinity of the Denver
Ice arena though, where the only
Individuals with shielded faces
wear a mask of a different color
oxygen style.
Situated In the high altitude of
Denver, Colorado, where breathing
Is as troublesome as a mule with
300 pounds on Its back, the Falcons found themselves surrounded
by the NCAA champions. Before
Bowling Green could wiggle free,
the hosts had pinned 9-3 and 7-0
setbacks on them.
"If we can come back and continue the pace that they set we'll
be tough," coach Jack Vivian said
earlier in the season.
If Bowling Green continues a
pace equivalent to last weekend,
tough is out of the question; they'll
collapse from exhaustion.
Although Denver scored 16 goals
on netmlnders Paul GalaskI and
Rich Badone, the Falcons were
In both contests.
It took a five goal explosion
in the third period to drop BG
Friday night after both squads had
played evenly for the first 50 minutes. Ail-American George Morrison did the bulk of the damage,

denting the nets for a hat trick.
Denver jumped up 1-0 mid-way
through the initial period before
Mike Root dumped in an equalizer from Dave Kearney and Rick
Thompson. After the hosts scored
three straight, chunky left winger
Owen Freeman scored twice within three and a half minutes to
put Bowling Green back In the
match. Charles Gyles and Bruce
Blyth assisted on the first score
while Rick Allen and Root aided
Freeman's second tally.
"I thought we were coming real
strong after we came to within
4-3 after two periods," said Vivian. "But the first eight minutes of the third period were
really killing. We Just couldn't
get enough oxygen."
"They had to really work for
both of the goals they got in the
middle of the final period. They
added another score a little later
and it should have ended 7-3 but
when they announced
the final
minute of play the team thought It
was over and gave them two quick
scores."
Coupled with wins over Colorado College, Denver upped Its
mark to 4-0. An unblemished
record Isn't very unusual for this
bunch of leers though. They've

Falcon runners grab
second spot in AAU
By JOHN MASS
Sports Writer
A four-man harrier team represented BG for the Ann Arbor track
club and placed a swift second In the Amateur Athletic Union Championships last Saturday.
Running along with 21 other track clubs and 192 harriers, the Falcons scored 106 points for their second place. The Pacific Coast track
club finished first with 42 points for the AAU title.
Held In Detroit, the meet was held In two Inches of snow which made
heavy footing for the over six-mile course as Dave Wottle (sophomore)
trudged through taking 30th place and scored first for the Falcons.
Steve Danforth (freshman) followed Wottle placing 31st. The pain
and lack of workouts resulting from a knee Injury, finally showed the
toll on All-Amerlcan Sid Sink as he finished In a third team place
at 32nd. Tracy Elliot (freshman) gained 35th which placed the team In
a good scoring position.
"They did extremely well," said coach Mel Brodt, proud of the team's
la.st meet of the season effort.
"The lack of practice caught up with Sid from his Injury; the heavyfooting In the snow could have made the results worse for Sid, but
he did a fine Job." said Brodt.
The only other MAC team at the AAU was Western Michigan but
they couldn't compete as a team because they weren't affiliated with a
tra:k club.
This was the harriers last meet of a winning season and Just the
start cf a better one next year as every runner Is coming back to win
a second MAC chamalonshlp.

lost a whole game at home In the
last three years.
"If we could have had Glen
Shlrton playing Friday It could
have been different. His defensive
ability and the leadership he has
might have made the outcome different," said Vivian. "Still they
were really surprised with us.
They figured they would completely tear us up. We received a lot
of compliments."
The Falcons were also without
Pete Badour and Dennis Murphy
and offensive threat Owen Freeman on Saturday.
With lines
broken, it wasn't too much of a
surprise when the Falcons dropped the second of the two-game
series, 7-0.
Denver broke on top with four
goals In the opening period, but
BG Improved with each period,
allowing two goals and one goal
In the final two stanzas.
"Saturday night we knew we
could play hockey with them but
we played too much of a defensive style. We'd dump the puck
in and go after It. Even though
it was 7-0 It was a hockey game,"
said Vivian.
"You have to fly against them.
Our backchecklng wasn't too good
but Denver looks like It's got Jets
on Its skates. The next five games
will be significant. We'll know
If we learned a lesson by then.
I think we grew up three years
this weekend," said Vivian.
Vivian will be making a few
line changes for this weekend's
series with Ohio State, after being
outshot 45-22 and 39-15 on Friday an] Saturday respectively.
The Falcons currently stand at
2-3-1 on the season after the
twin setbacks.

Ticktts oi silt
A llm.' ted amount of tickets are
now on sale for the Falcons' basketball opener against the University of Dayton this Saturday In
Dayton. All seats are reserved
priced at $2.50 and $3.
Tickets'are available at the athletic ticket office In Memorial Hall.
The office is open from 8:30 a.m.
to noon and from 1 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.

Green, Ealey
given honors
COLUMBUS—The number one
and two teams In the Mld-Amerl:an Conference provided the year's
jutstanding back and lineman.
Middle guard Joe Green of the
Falcons and quarterback Chuck
Ealey of Toledo were named the
conference lineman and back last
week.
Green Is a senior who
was second to Miami's Bob Bablch for the honors last year. Ealey
was
a soph Dm >re sensation
for Toledo.
Green Is a three year member
of the All-MAC team and despite his comparative smallness
(5-10) averaged 20 tackles a game
and totaled 200 for the season.
Jim Corrlgall of Kent State and
Todd Snyder of Ohio University
were
runnerups for lineman
honors.
Toledo's Ealey was the first
sophomore ever to win the award
with 25 of 40 votes. Don Nottingham of Kent was runnerup to
Ealey.

Intramural notes

N«w» photo by John Jock ion

IT PAYS OFF -- Falcon Jack McKenxie demonstrates defensive
determination in trying to block this punt against Northern Illinois. It paued off when he was given honorable mention in the
recent all-star balloting by the MAC coaches.

Kappa Sigma won the intramural wrestling tournament
outdistancing Beta Theta PI
28-16. The champions have
three Individual champions In
racking up the title. The Individual winners were: 125
-Randall Breit, Kappa Sigma;
125 - Dale Fordham, Beta
Theta Pi; 145 - Don Breed,
Alpha Tau O mega; 155 - Scott
Ruport, Sigma Chi; 165 - Bill
Flckes, Kappa Sigma; 175 John Vacos, Beta Theta Pi;
and Heavyweight - Jeff Vanvorhls. Kappa Sigma.

i photo by Glon Epploaton

TIED UP -- Goalie Rich Badone and teammate Bill Koniewich
are tangled up trying to stop Ohio University opponent here. Both
Badone and goalie Paul Galaski were kept on the spot by the defending national champs Denver in a pair of weekend losses.

Coaches tag 12
Falcons as stars
COLUMBUS - Title winning Toledo placed four men on both ths
offense and defense to lead the
coaches' 1969 Mid-American Conference all-star football team.
Three of the four picks on offense
were unanimous: Chuck Ealey,
Tony Harris, and Ken Crots.
Runnerup Bowling Green garnered four first team selections,
on-? on offense and three on defense. The Falcons also placed
five on the second teams and 12
overall.
Joe Green was a repeater on
the defensive team waking his third
appearance overall on the all-star
teams. Green, linebacker Steve
Robin of Ohio U and Jim Corrlgall
of Kent State and Curtis Johnson
of Toledo were all named starters
again.
Also named on the defense with
Green were Falcon's defensive end
Phil Villaplano and defensive back
Honester Davidson. Villaplano Is
a Junior, and Davidson a senior,
who mnde his rookie debut In the
secondary.
The Falcons earned one entry
In the offensive ranks with senior
Bob Zlnvfer at split end.
There were five repeaters on the
offense In Gary Arthur of Miami'.
Todd Snyder of Ohio, Dave HutchIns of Miami, Larry Thompson of
Miami, and Crots of Toledo.
Bowling Green had three players named to th* second team offense led by quarterback Vern
Wlreman, tackle Carl Battershell,
and guard Dave Flnley. Only Battershell Is a senior.
Senior Tom Moyd made the second team defense at tackle and
Junior Bob Simmons at linebacker.
Center Brit Raburn rounded out
offensive nominations for BG on
the honorable mention list while
defensive end John Szychowski and
tackle Jack McKenzle did likewise
on defense.
First team offense
ENDS - Gary Arthur (M) and Todd
Snyder (OU)
TACKLES - Dave Hutchins (M),
Jim Ranee (TU)
GUARDS - Keith Volk (WMU),

Larry Thompson (M)
CENTER - Fred Blosser (KSU)
QUARTERBACK - Chuck Ealey
(TU)
FLANKER - Bob Zlmi<er (BG)
BACKS - Tony Harris (TU), Don
Nottingham (KSU)
KICKER - Ken Crots (TU)
First team defense
ENDS - Jim Tyler (TU), Phil
Villaplano (BG)
TACKLES - Mel Long(TU), Mike
Slwek (WMU)
MIDDLE GUARD - Joe Green (BG)
LINEBACKERS - Jim Corrlgall
(KSU), Steven Robinson (OU),
John Nlezgoda (TU)
BACKS - Curtis Johnson (TU),
Honester Davidson (BG), Dick
Adams (M)

Lauterbir tabbed
as coach of year
COLUMBUS - The Toledo Rockets earned a trip to the Tangerine Bowl and additional honors for
head coach Frank Lauterbur. He
was named the Mid-American Conference coach - of - the - year
by the News Media Association
after guiding his team to a perfect 10-0 season.
It was the second time Lauterbur was nami'd, the first coming
after a 9-1 season In 1967. The
perfect mark established this season was the first unbeaten, untied
for the Rockets since they started
collegiate competition In 1917.
Lauterbur who suffered through
three losing seasons In his first
four years at Toledo, has managed
a 24-5-1 mark In the last seasons.
It was to be a building year for
Toledo who started numerous
sophomores. They rolled, however, after trouncing, league favorite Ohio University 34-9. Displaying tremendous balance the
Rockets swept to the title that will
also give them a Dec. 26 date In
Orlando, Fla. against Davidson.
Lauterbur said that this Is "the
finest team I have ever coached."

Less than
40 days and 40 nights
until it
HAPPENS!!
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Clothes Rack

I,eitman's

open

open .
Dec. 5 - Dec. 23
9:30 am - 0:00 p.m.
Dec. 24 - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm

Monday - Friday
9:J0 a.m. - 5:j0 p.m.

Cook's Shoe Store

WA

Earls of B.G.

Plenty of
parking

%

open
Dec. 5 - Dec. 23
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Dec. 5 Dec. 23
9: JO a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Dec. 24 - 9:30 - 5:30 p.m.

^Tfci

0

Powder Puff

Mills Jewelry

Dec. 2 - Dec. 14
9:30 - 9:00

Dec. 5 - Dec. 23
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Klevers Jewelry

Open

Little Pleasures

Music City

Dec. 2 - Dec. 6
9:00 - 5:30

Dec. 8 - Dec. 23
9:00 - 9:00

Hern Hardware
open
Dec. 11 - Dec. 23
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Style Center
open
Dec. 5 - Dec. 23
9:30 - 9:00
Dec. 24 - 9:30-5:00

Bigelows Music

Shoppe
wishes you a
Merry Christmas

Lasalles
open

_

9:45 am-9:30 pm
Man • Sot. - Mil

j£ «
9:45-5:00

-^

Shop
Mon- Sat. 10:00 am - 9:00 pm

The Traditional
Den

' Curtious service

Krickshaw Gift

open
Mon. - Sat.
9:30 am - 0:00 pm

open
Mon- Thort.
Noon - 9:00 pm
Fri.-Sat. 10-10 p.m.

Wide selection

W

open

open
Mon - Thurs.
Fri - Sat
10:00 om-9.00 p.m. JQ.QO - 9:00 p.m
Son. - Noon - 6:00 pm

University Jewelers
wishes you a

Happy Holiday

Dill Jewelers
wishes everyone a
Merry Christmas!

Nichols Clothiers
open
Dec. 2 - Dec. 23
9:30 - 9:00

«i».

Nichols Clothiers
During this, the merriest season
of the year, we are sending you
our best wishes for o Merry
Christmas!
The Christmas cherub
dressed in white bring*
you our wishes for a
holiday that's BRIGHT!
courtesy of

Nichols Clothiers

^

a

o'

